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 Of Special Interest 

The Drama in Social Science 
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Frederick Douglass would have been a fan-

tastic social science teacher. He understood hu-

man nature, and he transformed the nation with 

his dynamic, four-pronged approach to history 

and social justice in the United States. A Baptist 

minister, Douglass understood and utilized the 

power of performance, the relevance of religious 

texts, primary source documents, and Shake-

speare, and he used those four elements in com-

bination to educate the masses. His unique, the-

atrical approach to teaching serves as a good 

example to dedicated social science teachers, 

seeking to transform the lives of students and 

improve student outcomes. 

According to recent data, exposure to per-

forming arts, along with active participation in 

drama activities improves reading skills, aca-

demic performance, attendance, and general en-

gagement in subject matter (The Effects). Com-

bining arts with primary sources and religious 

texts can improve social science education. In 

every grade level, students can utilize theatre 

games and modes of performance to learn and 

provide evidence of content mastery. In fourth 

grade California history, for example, students, 

working in teams, could research the geography 

and weather of the California Mission trail, then 

“create the environment” through performance. 

Next they would role play human interactions in 

the environment, engaging as Native Ameri-

cans, Spanish soldiers in armor, priests, farm 

animals, etc. 

High school students in a U.S. History class 

can utilize similar strategies as they grapple 

with more complex ideas and multi-syllabic 

content vocabulary. In a unit on the Constitu-

tional convention, for instance, students could 

research the weather, the secrecy that mandated 

closed windows, the stuffy crowded chamber, 

and the health of the leading delegates. 

(Madison suffered from chronic and severe 

hemorrhoids, while Washington experienced 

persistent facial discomfort due to his dental 

problems, and the elderly Benjamin Franklin 

had to have others read his comments aloud, 

lacking the strength to offer them himself). Col-

laborative study and presentation of environ-

ment, circumstances and character at the Consti-

tutional convention is revealing. 

Using simple improvisation and primary 

source quotes for scripts, students can gain cul-

tural responsiveness, as they explore and portray 
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people of different ethnicity, culture, or political 

loyalties. Acquiring and presenting mastery of 

content using theatre strategies also equips di-

verse students with qualities that are highly 

sought after by employers. Analytical and inter-

personal skills, capacity for teamwork, flexibil-

ity and adaptability are all marketable qualities 

improved by theatre in the classroom (Leptak-

Moreau). Exposure to diverse religious texts has 

similar benefits, as students investigate and un-

derstand the role of religion in daily life, and 

relationships between religion and culture.  

Performing Shakespeare, in combination 

with primary sources and religious texts, has 

unique value for three reasons. First, Shake-

speare wrote about the what would become the 

United States in The Tempest. Secondly, Shake-

speare’s works came to the colonies in the early 

seventeenth century, and were part of cultural 

and political life. Even the Puritans quoted 

Shakespeare, though many Puritans despised the 

plays; they couldn’t help quoting him because 

significant portions of the English language 

were “invented” by Shakespeare (Morrison). 

Thirdly, throughout the history of the United 

States, Shakespearean themes, plots, and literary 

devices continue to be appropriated in books, 

movies, songs, and political speeches. For more 

than two hundred years, the works of Shake-

speare were frequently quoted in speeches, sto-

ries, letters and arguments. A recent journal arti-

cle on Shakespeare purported that throughout 

the American founding period and beyond, 

Shakespeare became “the supreme artist, think-

er, poet. Not Homer, not Dante, not Goethe, not 

Chaucer, not Spencer, not even Milton, but 

Shakespeare was made the chief object of their 

study and veneration” (Adams). The argument 

that study of Shakespeare is Eurocentric may be 

true, but omitting Shakespeare creates deficits in 

understanding of culture and vocabulary. 

Such artistic deficits hurt the study of social 

sciences. As John F. Kennedy famously assert-

ed, “…art in a society reflects the quality of its 

civilization” (Kennedy). The arts are reflective 

of history, and as Aristotle wrote, they “hold a 

mirror up to human nature”. Deprivation of arts 

instruction deprives students of an analytical 

tool in understanding the world around them, 

and the role they play in that world. Moreover, 

the California History-Social Science Frame-

work in history still carries the motto “A story 

well told”. This motto is well served by includ-

ing Shakespeare’s stories and their references 

and parallels in American history and govern-

ment - and even young children can highly en-

gage with the material, as they understand how 

Shakespeare appropriated stories that became 

fairy tales into his plays. Shakespearean insults 

create hilarity and community in any class, and 

Shakespearean compliments are equally popular. 

Performance-based applications of Shake-

speare in the study of history is beneficial for the 

themes of racism, bigotry, patriotism, republi-

canism, propaganda and virtue found in the 

works. In learning Shakespeare’s language, both 

ELL and English speakers are on a level playing 

field; Shakespeare’s original words are unfamil-

iar to many students, having been abandoned in 

some classrooms across the nation in favor of 

“No Fear Shakespeare” and other parallel texts 

of similar ilk. ELL students may be deprived of 

any direct exposure to Shakespeare’s works due 

to the plethora of parallel texts and other retell-

ings, which is unfortunate for language learners 

because his works added approximately 2,000 

words to the English language. The language of 

Shakespeare was adopted early into American 

culture. 

Collaborative, performance-based engage-

ment with historical themes and specific works 

of Shakespeare relevant to those themes, con-
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nects students to each other and to persistently 

timeless social justice issues. 

Utilizing a four-pronged approach involving 

primary sources, theatre, global religious texts 

and Shakespeare allows students to grapple with 

historical questions “outside of the box”, while 

increasing their academic vocabulary and com-

munication skills. Like theatre, religious texts 

“hold up a mirror to human nature.” Historians 

maintain that theatre was an outgrowth of reli-

gion, while music and poetry are prominent fea-

tures in the diverse religions of the United States 

throughout its history, beginning with its indige-

nous populations (Boyea). Religion has been 

used to justify war and governance since the ad-

vent of government itself, and engaging with 

classic global religious texts is illuminating 

when examined in conjunction with other histor-

ical primary source documents. The United 

States has a broad spectrum of influential reli-

gious texts in its history. Native Americans prac-

ticed diverse religions over the entire North 

American continent, and rich secondary sources 

document many of them. The following reli-

gious quote from Sitting Bull is widely applica-

ble to students of every age, particularly in rela-

tion to current debates on immigration and race 

in the United States.  

 

I am a red man. If the Great Spirit had desired 

me to be a white man, he would have made me so in 

the first place. He put in your heart certain wishes 

and plans, in my heart he put others and different 

desires. Each man is good in his sight. It is not nec-

essary for Eagles to be Crows (Inspirational). 

 

Catholicism arrived in the Americas in the 

fifteenth century, with Protestantism following 

in the 17th century. Many students are unaware 

of the diversity of religion in the colonies and in 

the early development of the United States. 

While Catholicism and Protestantism were pre-

dominant, Native Americans, Jews, Muslims, 

and Unitarians incorporated powerful religious 

traditions into the building of the nation. Prima-

ry sources are readily available which lend cre-

dence to the role of religion in the United States. 

Both the Virginia Declaration of Rights (Mason) 

and the Memorial and Remonstrance Against 

Religious Assessments (Madison) demonstrate 

the existence of religious intolerance in some of 

the English colonies and in the fledgling nation, 

while Andrew Jackson's second inaugural 

speech highlights the popularity, and relevance 

of Deism in the States as he unabashedly refer-

ences his faith - knowing that many Americans 

would understand the vernacular he used.  

 

Finally, it is my most fervent prayer, to that Al-

mighty Being before whom I now stand, and who 

has kept us in his hands from the infancy of our Re-

public to the present day, that he will so overrule all 

my intentions and actions, and inspire the hearts of 

my fellow-citizens, that we may be preserved from 

dangers of all kinds, and continue forever a UNITED 

AND HAPPY PEOPLE. (U.S.) 

 

Role-playing between students, acting 

as Sitting Bull and Andrew Jackson, using the 

aforementioned quotes as a springboard for stu-

dent created and performed skits, could lead to 

epiphanies and discussion extending beyond the 

classroom. 

In addition to well-established Protestantism, 

Jewish populations flourished early in the Amer-

ican Revolutionary era, as evidenced by a 1790 

letter George Washington wrote to a Hebrew 

congregation thanking them for their favorable 

opinion of his administration (Washington). 

Muslims settled in the nation in the nineteenth 

century, contributing to westward expansion, 

and the first mosque was constructed in the 
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United States in 1929. 

Traditions of prayer found within various 

documents in American history reveal the rele-

vance of religion, as do the writings of Jefferson 

and Madison in their remonstrance writings for 

religious liberty. As students study religious 

texts, connections to historical and current events 

may become evident. Combining analysis with a 

smattering of theatre history and performance 

technique allows students with diverse learning 

styles to creatively engage with material. Moreo-

ver, students discover their own expressive, artis-

tic capability, which builds confidence in all are-

as. Finding and implementing performance-

based tools for the social science classroom is 

not complicated. One theatre game that would be 

highly effective for all grade levels is a games 

used in teaching Shakespeare called “Robot, ro-

bot controller” (Gibson). 

The teacher introduces vocabulary—in fourth 

grade it may be names of Native American 

tribes: Chumash, Gabrielino, Pomo, Cahuilla, 

Miwok, Yokuts, and Hupa. Students work in 

partners, with one acting as a robot, and one act-

ing as the robot controller. The teacher starts 

with four names, explaining, “Chumash means 

‘go’, Gabrielino means ‘stop’, Pomo means 

‘forward’, and Cahuilla means ‘back’”. The 

desks are moved out of the way, and the robot 

controllers use those terms to direct their robots. 

As students remember the names to obey the 

commands, they switch roles. Next, the teacher 

adds additional vocabulary: “‘Miwok means 

‘left’ and Yokuts means ‘right’, while Hupa 

means ‘jump’”. This is highly engaging, and in 

one class period students will learn correct pro-

nunciation and vocabulary. Later, the teacher can 

divide students into groups, giving them the 

name, and tasking them to create a tableaux vi-

vant (living picture) that will communicate 

something about the tribe to the class. Confi-

dence and performance complexity increase in-

crementally, and by the end of the year, students 

use acquired vocabulary to write their own 

scenes including analysis, primary and religious 

source texts, and Shakespearean literary devices 

like bombast or hyperbole.  

Artistic, performance-based approaches can 

be effective in small units of time, and can be 

utilized proportionally, even in Advanced Place-

ment (AP) classes. An AP class contrasting key 

speeches from Wilson and Henry Cabot Lodge, 

presented as a debate in which students present 

the arguments as two Greek choruses, forces stu-

dents to apply analytical acting technique to find 

and present main arguments. There is security in 

numbers, so students gain confidence in their 

presentational skills. Referencing primary 

sources in a theatrical format is not a new idea, 

nor is utilizing them along with religion and 

Shakespeare, as Frederick Douglass did. Howev-

er, in combining these elements, Douglass 

changed the face of the nation.  

In his deliverance of the “What to a Slave is 

the Fourth of July” speech, Douglass referenced 

the Declaration of Independence and the Consti-

tution, condemning their interpretation by white 

America, as well as white interpretation of au-

thentic Christianity. He used the powerful Shake-

spearean literary device of antithesis to drive 

home his point that racism, bigotry and hypocri-

sy defined the Independence Day holiday.  

In Shakespeare's Julius Caesar, Mark Antony 

lauds Brutus as an honorable man and then, with 

strong irony, outlines the hypocrisy of Brutus’ 

behavior, which smacks of dishonor and deceit 

(Shakespeare). Similarly, Frederick Douglass 

acknowledges Independence Day as a cherished 

American holiday celebrating freedom. In the 

next breath, Douglass provides data that Inde-

pendence Day was actually fraudulent, hypocriti-

cal, and ignoble.  
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